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One of the most fundar.:J.ental anct most important require

ments of all physical bodies is that they must have 

existence in time, for time is flOst important to creatures 

in existence. Time j.s the universal reCluirement for all 

things that exist in the physical universe, for withou,t 

time the existence of a physical created eJ;ltity would not 

be able to come about. T:tme is refered to by Bittle as 
1 

the, "fourth dimension". Space anc1. t::i.me would naturally 

always be fOlmd together, for an~rthing that vlOuld affect 

time would affect space" 

Time is one of the most mysterious things there is. 

We feel it and rlm into it all the tj.nie that we exist on 

this earth, but in the very atte})t to clefine it and to 

fully explain it, tj.me seems to have eludeo. us" For when 

we go to consider the present it is immediately past" 

Therefore, to 'arrive at a full expl8..nation and complete 

understanding of time has been one of the main aims of the 

philosophers throughout the centuries. 

Since time is a species of IJuration it would be best 

to start with dUl'fl.tion. I)er ~ duration has a very close 

relation to exj.stence. It \1oulcl fI.1most be beyond the 

realm of the htunan mincl to try ana. conceive of anyth::i.ng 

on the material level without existence and. stj.ll have 

dUration and lj.kewise to have duration and. still not have 

existence. For a person to admit that a thing would 

http:anyth::i.ng
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exist for a period of time would necessarily ll'llIJly that 

duration was also affirmed, but this is not so from the 

viewpoint of God, for God could m.ake a thing exist for a 

fraction of a second and then 8.nnihilate it. In thi.s case 

the being has existence for a fraction of a second, but 

it does not have duration, bece.use it d:td not endnxe in its 

existence. For in duration a continued. existence is 
2 

required .. 

Duration, which wou1d necessarily imply existence, 

cannot be spoken of unless you ""ould bring in the concept 

of time. This would" ·therefore, bring in the three 

divisions that 'are usually applied to o.uT!3.tion. The first 

would, therefore, be the duration of Godts existence, 

which is so completely and finely expressed in the famous 

definition of Boethius 'who calls it, Uthe full and perfect 
3 

possession of interminable life". This wotlld mean that 

God's existence WOUld. be '~Tithout beginning and without 

end ft God would be He "\fho is.. His existence would be 

'without any form of change in it.. There would be no past
I . 

amI future for God; it woulo. be only the present. The' 

measurer.1ents of time Simply do not apply to the duration 

of Godts existence. God co-exists with the millons of 

years of time. The eternity bf God is absolute, that is to 

say, independent of all relation of time and space. As 

St. Augustine says, "Thy years ne5.ther go nor come; they 
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stano. together, no~ are departing thrust out by coming 

years, for they pass not away_ Thy years are one day; and 

Thy day is not daily, but To-day seeing Thy To-day gives 

not place unto tomorrow, for neither doth it replace 
4 

yesterday. Thy To-day is eternal." 

The seoond division, in regards to duration, applies to 

spiritual beings. However, these spiritual beings do not 

have any SUbstantial parts on the material level, but they 

have form flJlo. existence.. This spiritnal being has a 

natural ex:i.stence which, though j.t had a beg:.i.nning, has no 

end.. They oannot be destroyed unless by complete annihi-" 

lation, for they are independent of matter. However, they 

axe s t 1 __ ~~ !k2:.Q.. Therefore, in some ways they are 6 

b'·" 

" like unto God, for they are unchangeable and are not 

connected with matter. However," they are still distinct 

from God, and are oalled aeviternal. It oould also ·be 

called participated. eternity <i> Therefore, time as a 

duration applies to them in a wider sense than it would 

to a phys i c'al be ing " 

The third div:.i.sion applies to lJhysical bodies. In this 

division time is applied to the duration of physical 

bodies. Physical bodies arrive at this concept of time bY!' 

the observation of the existence of other bodies and ot 
/ 

themselves. Through our sensations, we are aware ot' our 

o'wn bocly and of other bodies in these moving 8.nd ohe.nging· 

states" God and the other spir~tue.l beings are measured 
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by us in time, but this ~easurement is only one of analogy • 

. The question now arises concerning a re~l or only a 

logical distinction between duratlon and existence in beings 

that exist for a. long l)eriod of time •. 1;'fould duration be 

a reality which, when added to' ex~stence, renders the latter 

stable? The problem, therefore, is this; Do be:i.ngs hold 

their duration from their ovvn existence, without anything 

being added to them, and solely becs.use their existence 

is not destroyed; or from a reality added to existence? 

The Thomastie theory is that there is no real distinction 

between the duration and existence of a being, but it is 

only a logical distinction. According to St. Thomas 

continuous existence and duration. are absolutely the same, 

ancl they mean one and the same reaJ.ity. The aO.ditions 

we m.ake to pure existence, when vre say continuous existence, 

belongs to the logical or ideal oro.er, and this can neither 

change or alter the existence. This distinction, however~ 

is suggested to the mind when the mind would contrast the 

existence of a thing with extr:i.nsic temporal succession. 

Before going into the acttial and correct definition amI 

division of time, i:t "ironld first be well to go into the 

errors that have arisen over the definition of time. Kant 

belongs to the school of those who hold that time is 

merely a subjective, ideal, or logical form of the mind. 

Kant is one of the ~ain opponents to the Thomastic point 

of view,and most object:i.ons come from his system. Kant 

/ 
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holds that all time is ~ prior~ in orgin and is tUiderstood 

only by the faculties of the internal senses and not by 

the intellect. When Kant attributes an intuition of 

durA.t1.on to an inner sense, he J.s Iaying the ground. for 

his theory of subjectivism. 

Another theory is that of Le5.bniz'. Leibniz opposed the 

system of Clarke and Ne\rlon; yet he was unable to avoid 

the pitfalls of idealism. Because he proi'essed idealistic 

monism, Leibniz vms forced to reduce both space and time 

to states or aots of the thinking subject.. T'ne definition 

of time accorc1ing to Leibniz is, "Time is the order of 

successions. Y1 Time '!,Aras relation bet'Neen things which 
\ 

succeed one another, and vms purely subjective, existing 

only in the ideal order. Leibniz himself Vlrote; !tHow can· 

we say that a thing exists when no part of that thing 

exists? . In time only 8. few seconds 8xiBt, and a second 

is not even a part of time. , lmyone v'Tho ponders these 

observations "\Ad.ll understand that time exists only in the 

ideal order." In another part he also states; iTUniform 

things or things which admit of no variations are mere 

abstractions like time, space, and the other purely 
6 

I!l.athematical designs." Leibniz o.oes away with the essential 

distinction between our phys5.cal· time and the ctlU'ation of 

spiritual be2ngs. All bodies are composed of monads and 

the activities of these monads is essentially immanent and 

can be reduced to acts of perception and appetition. . 

http:durA.t1.on
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Descartes is ,even Eore of an idealist then Leibniz 

was., ttDurationTf, according to him, nis identical with the 

substantial existence of things; it expresses the manner 
7 

in which we represent a being maintaining its existenoe"if 

Time is distinguj.shed from cluration only by a mode of 

thought. Time, however, would be nothing more than a 

extrinsic measure, a mode of evaluation which ado.s nothing 

to a real being and modifies it in no manner. Time is 

nothing more than a ideal being. Descrates brought this 

mental distinction even into metaphysics, for he said 

that.the distinction between accidents and substance is 

purely in the ideal order. Therefore, only sUbstantial 

existence is perme.nent and end a vTecl vrith indivisible 

duration .. 

John Locke believed only'in intrinsic time. "By 

reflecting on the appearing of various ideas one after 

another in our understanding, we get the notion of 

succession; which, if anyone would. think we did get rather 

from our observation of motion by our senses, he will 

perhaps be of my mind, when he considers that even motion 

produces in his mind an idea o'f succession, not otherwj.se 

than as it produces there a continuous train of distin

guishable ideas; for a man looking upon a body really 

moving, perceives yet no motion at all, lUlless that motion 
8 

produces a constant train of successive i.deas. H There

fore, according to John Locke the origin of our idea of 

http:otherwj.se
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time is purely ps~rchological. It is objective only in the 

form of conscious fc>.cts. Locke ctefines time as a ·pertion 

of infinite duration c1etermined or guaged by a periodic 

!I1easurement; ano. infinite duration is pure ly imaginary 

durFttion whose idea is suggested to us by the infinite 
9 

ideal repetition of a finite duration. 

Herbert Sl)encer's idea of. tirrle somewhat resembles thfl.t of 

John Locke. Spencer completely rejects cosmological time. 

According to Spencer a particular time is a relation of 

Dosition between some two states in the series of con
10 

Sciollsness. In his study of time Spencer confounds two 

essential things: the objective reality of the concept and. 

its intrinsic quantj.tative value; and the evaluation.we 

ourselves put on it. 

Bergson distinguishes tv!O kino.s of ti!l1e: homogeneous 

time and heterogeneous time. Homogeneous time is only a 

symbolic expression of heterogeneous time. Real time or 

heterogeneou.s time is found only in the acts of conscious

ness. These conscious states e.re purely (}.uantitative :tn 

character anc1 cannot be lmm'ffi by us without altering their 

nature. Time is refered to the conscious life of man. 

Therefore, since it is imp~ssible to measure the conscious 

states of Man; it is impossible to me~sure time. ~ergson 

denies the existence of any type of duration outside of us. 

Space alone is homogeneous, and in space there is neither 

real duration nor even succession. There are two main 

http:evaluation.we
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characteristics found in the i.liJorld which are 9Pposed to 

real tme. T'ne first one is that beings of the world form 

a distinct ~ultitude, while real time is one and not 

divided. In the secona. case the world is perpetually 

becoming, so that as soon as one state appears the others 

disappear. Bergson. is very explicit on this point. "No 

doubt external "things change, but their movements do not 

succeed one another, if we retain the orclinary meaning of 

the word, except for a consciousness which keeps them in 

mind. We observe outside us at a given moment a whole 

system of simultaneous ;positions; of the.simultaneities 

which have p~eceded them nothing remains. To put duration 

in space is really to contradict oneself and place 

succession within simultaneity~ Hence we must not say that 

external things endure, but rather that there is in them 

some impressible reason in virtue of whi"ch we cannot 

exanine them at successive moments of our ovm duration 
11 

without observing that they have changed." Bergson 

substitutes instead of the general universal concept of 

time a pure invention, which is both arbitrary and useless. 

Time a.raws its real being from successive continuous 

movem.ent anCl. especially from local movement. Time is not 

completely identified with continuous movement, or as St. 

Thonas said, "Patet igitur tempus nec esse motusnec sine 
12 

~utatione.ff The rn.ain characteristic of movement is that 

it is the actuation of a perfectible being, tending to 

http:utatione.ff
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further perfect itself. However, there is only a loeical 

distinction between real time and continuous movement. 

Sto Thomas always stressed the fact that time has the same 

reality as movement, and since movement exists outside of 

us J so mtlst time 0 flIf movement", ¥ll'i tes ",A.ristotle, ffexists 

independently of the mind J time rlUst enjoy the saJlle. sort 


of existence; the past and the future indeed, exist in 


movement, and in so far as they are susceptible of being 

13 

computed, they constitute time." 

Movement presents two featl~es. First it is the coming 

into actuality of something which is capable of being 

realized and tending to be further realized. Therefore 

an actuality has a twofold relationship. It has a 

relationship to the potentiality whose actualization it 

imitates and to the further perfection in which the 

potentiality finds its completion. Understanding 

movement as an uninterrupted progress bearing the 

characteristic of unity proper, to all real beings, movement 

is not identified with time nor does it suggest the idea 

of timee The second essential in movement is that it is 

VirtUally multiple. It does not consist in a collection 

of parts really distinct from one another, but it is 

. multiple by the reason that llY a s5.mple extrinsic 

designation one Can separate it out into an indefinite 

nUI!lber of parts.. These parts when viewed by the mind 

become as actual parts. The parts of the multi~lle have the 
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feature of following one another according to a relation 

of past and future. 

What our understanding of time consists in is in 

understanding this continuous foundation which ~s real 

movement. Parts that succeed one another vTi thout any 

interruption are linked together according to a fixed and 

invariable rela.tion of before and after: "cum enim 

intelligimus extrema diversa alicuius medii, et anima 

dicat, illa esse duo nunc, hoc prius, illud posterius, 

quasi numerano.o prius et posteriu.s in motu, tunc hoc 
14 

dicimus ess teTIpus." The two worcl.s, "prius", and, 

Hposterius tl 
, express the relationship of one to another 

when they come before the mind. Thus tirrle is composed of 

two elements, the one m.unber, the other material. 

TiI!le is not a real being which would be able to exist in 

n~ture comyletely independent of the mind. For if we 

would lmderstand' time as extending without li~lit, God would 

not be able to create bodies. However, bodies do exist in 
I 

time. Also if time 'Nas without limit there would be an 

infinite nl~ber of bodies. But an infinite number of 

bodies is impossible. If time v.Jas also a real being it 

woulo. be a substance completely. existing independent of 

all other bodies. But since t~e is a continuous process 

of movement and change, a beh'l.g like time would have. to 

be constantly changing. However, changing bodies are, 

nevertheless, in time. Therefore, this would demand 
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another Rne]. E1.llother being for time, for a ohanging being 

demands a 8.bsolute being into v[hloh it can inllere" . This 

'would lead to a inf:tnte nttrrlber of times) which woulo. be 

repugnant to the human mind and to the natural order of 

things in the universe .. 

Time is not a purely mental being without any foumlation 

in a definite reality, for it is based on the different 

and definite processes of motion and change vvhich actually 

take plRc8 in a certain nUIllber of bodies. This is proven 

l'1"OJ'll experience. We are not beings 'l/J:i.thout any movement 

and change. Our minds are constantly changing in the 

formation of ,new' ideas and opinions.. Our boo.ily and, 

mental states are constantly changing, for if we would o.oubt 

this, it vmuld be the srun.e as to doubt our ovm exist,ence .. 

We observe that there is a gradual progression and not an 

instantaneous move:r:lent, and fro!l1 that comes our idea of time. 

If realities exist that move from plaoe to place in a 

series of movements, t~me has a fotmdation in reality .. 

If this was not so these reaJ.ities \votlld be nothing more 

than i(1eal beings, but our oonsciousness tells us that these 

are real beings .. 

Astronmnical scienoe also shmvs us that there is actual 

movement of elements and planets in the physioal world. 

A planet moves from place to place in a sucoessive series 

of movements.. The earth reyolves aroUnd the Still once 

every 365 days. This is the foundation for our earthly 
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division of time. This motton is based on the st"andard 

measurement of other bodies in Ration. Thus in this 'way 

we are able to div5.de our (I.s.ys and months. .Also we see that 

'new cOl'l,!)Quncls form other compotmds, and this wonle. naturEl.lly 

lead to the idea of movement. Therefore, time is not 

purely a Illental cle.ssification intwo which beings would 

naturally fall. To attempt to deny that tlll1e would not have 

a fotmdation in reality ahd to RBsert that it is purE:lly 

R conceptual being is to c1eny the existence of' motion in the 

world itself. Such a denial would mean the end to all 

scfuentific stuo.y and research. In v::iew 61' this, the idea 

of Kan'c, that tme is nothing r'lore than an innate, subjective 

sense form, is completely ungrounded. Time must have a 

fotmcls.tion in reality 0 

The past and the future constitute the essential elements 

of time. They are essentially relative, since to fully 

understand them as they should be understood, we must 

connect them with a real present. This present must be 

sOl'lething that is actually existing in the vjorld. Compared 

to the present, 'which is actually passing, all previous 

parts are completely past, and all succe.eding parts are 

really to come.. This relationship is inclependent of' the 

!'lind. Therefore, as St. Augustine says: "If nothing iNent 

by, there would be no past, and if' nothing came, there would 

be no future time: the present would always relnain present, 
15 

this ,~!o1l1d not be true, for it would be eternity. tf 
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Time, therefore, is an imperfect reality. All the 

concrete elements of movement are really present in time, 

but the reality co:zrtr'lon to both time and movement is on the 

very edge of non-being. Therefore, time is the result of 

a synthesis. The mind unites into one and the S8I!le whole 

the past J the present which j.s passing, and the future which 

will yet come. The snaIl reality to whi'ch the being of 

time can be reduced is af:recteo. by a t\vofold relationship. 

It is a reiLationship comllletely devoid of any actuality, 

and a relationship vlith the Dest and a relationship with 

the future. There is objective reality in time. This, 

therefore, leads to the universal and fundamental definition 

of time as a logical being with a fonnclation in reality. 

Time is considered also as a measure of the imperfection 

of beings. In a general way it can be said of created 

beings that they are more perfect j.n proportion as they are 

less subject to time, or to put it inversely, the 

imperfection of creatures is greater if the notion of time 
16 

applies to them "iNith greater vigor and to a higher degree. 

Real time is iC1.entical with local movement. Movement 

greatly approaches non-being becaCts,e it pertains to quantity. 

Q,uantity increases the dependence of being because it adds 

more integral parts to beine and thus strengthens its 

existence. Movement, however, only possesses a small 

perfection on the part of qu.ant5.ty. Movement never possesses 

more than a srua11 part of that which goes to strengthen 
\ 

http:qu.ant5.ty
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being. Time also places a limitation on material substances. 

By such a limitation a materj.al sUbstance will not be able 

to exist for a,longer time than it was destined to by God. 

In spiritual beines there is no intrinsic tirne. They are 

endowed with permanent duration by God.. However, these 

spiritual beings are subject to a oontinuous oreation. At 

the head of all this is God, who is pure and immutamThe aot. 

Here is the distinction between divine anci. teml)Oral duratione 

God 8::£01uo.es even the intrinsio ana. extrinsic pos·sibility 

of any change. This very immutability is the foundation 
17 

of God's eternity. 

Time is above all the measurerflent of the duration of 

beings.. In the abstract notion of time it cannot be taken 

as a measurement, but time must be taken in lts concrete 

. setting. Tne t'wo essentie.ls of time are, of course, the 

relation of the before and the after. These tvvo essentials 

are found only in moveI'lent. It is impossible to disoover 

a real til2le and a real mee.surement of time outside of 
18 

movement. 

From the practical standpoint there is only one thing 

which contains 'within itself' 12l0vement which is subject to 

temporal measurement. This is the movement of' the heavenly 

bodies. This movement is the only extrinsio measure we 

have to completely determine e.ll other temporal durations .. 

For all other o.urations are taken as a measure to it. 

Local movement is the only movernent wh5.ch actually takes 

'-------------------------------------.....----------------------------.....1
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place in time and is actually subjected to real measurement 

of "time. The quantitative and qualtitative movements of 

mineral and living beings are the .only things which really 

take place in time and are actually subjected to real 

measurement. T'ne question then arises concernlng the 

measurement of psychic acts. These are on a higher scale 

than the other forms o~ mineral 8~d living substances, but 

they are still dependent on matter for their sensations. 

They, however, contaj.n a quantitative element. A quantity 

is able to be subjected to measurements of time. The higher 

activities of mental life, such as thoughts and volit10ns, 

do not have any traits of temporal clura 1:; ion when only 

considered in theI!lselv8s. However, they are extrinsically 

dependent upon bodily organisms. This would make them 

extrinsically dependent upon them and woulcl subject them 

tp a indirect measurerlent of time. Spiritual beings, 

however, are completely independent of any measurement of 

tille. There is no quantitative element contained within 

them. Continuity, which is the basic element of objective 

time, cannot be predicated of theme 

The qUestion then arises concerning the possibility of 

arriving at a determinate uniform movement in material 
\

substances. Uniform movement is I!J.ovement 'which traverses 

equal spaces in equal periods of time.. However, in an 

attempt of o.etert'line the ex5.stence of such a movement J it 

is necessary to presuppose the knowledge of a defj.nite 
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temporal unit always identical with itself'. This concrete 

unit must completely concide with I:!ovement, but it is 

impossible to show a continuous 'MOVement unless 'we alread~T 

know of' one. Thus a vicious circlea In local movement it 

V>fOuld alrn.ost be an imposs:).b:1.lity to determine uniformity 

of movement, for we must SUPl)Ose in the movement the very 

uniformity that we are trying to prove.. l:[ow local movement 

is best suited to st~gest the idea of time, as Aristotle 

has observed, ftthe m:tnd obtaj.ns its first concept of time 

from movements which occur in space, it is also certain that 

the first measure of time is borrowed from the external 
19 

world. II 

Cosmological time precedes psychological time. Therefore, 

it would seem that when the l'!J.ind has e;ained an idea of time 

there would be a detert'linate unif'orm movement which the 

mind applies to external objects. However, since the :mind 

a.epends on the external senses and since the measurement of 

a particular duration may vary with different individuals, 

no cOJ11plete determinate measureJ11.ent of uniform movement is 

able to be arrived' at. This is why we depenD. on watches 

and other instrlunents. These instruments indicate only a 

particular measurement vlhich depends upon themovemElnt of 

the heavenly bodies. The movement of' the heavenly bodies 

establishes a more general measurement f'rom which is 

derived the movement of our cloclcs and other---instruments. 

Therefore, after establishing as exact a measure as possible 

http:obtaj.ns
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between the daily movement of the earth on its axis and the 

movement of our instrtunents, we are able to divide the space 

traversed into twenty-four hours or e<J..ual parts. Therefore t 

we have been Rble to arrive at a practical uniform movement, 

but it is impossible to Rrrive at Rn absolute determinate 

uniform movement. 

Time is divided lnto t1f>fO -main eli visions. These divisions 

are intrinsic and extr5.ns5.c. Intrinsic time is the duration 
20 

of an~T particular motion as the thing measured.. Thus when 

a man is walking a certain definite distance, he may be able 

to walk over this definite distance in a certain period of 

time. In this cas~ it is not the measure of anytfuing else, 

but it is the thing measured. The time depends upon the 

man in the sense 'thRt he is 
\ 

able to inoreRse his speed or 

d~crease it as he wishes to.. Thus a Elan would be able to 

walk a certain definite distance in a hour or in ten minutes 

de'p.§:lnding upon whether or not he was in a hurry. The 

measure, however, is extrinsic time. This extrinsic time 

cloes not vary. This is the measurement of the time that it 

takes a flail to walk from one point to another. Extrinsic 

time is a stanc1.ard rate of change which is used as the 
21 

measure of the duration 01"' other things. Thus it is the 

'watoh or other instri.J!'!lents that are used to measure the time 

it takes one man to 1Nalk a certain definite distance. 

TiEle is also divided into real time whioh is time that 

actually and really concides with the actual ohanges in the 



~aterial universe. This time extends from the beginning of 

motion up to the actual presente This time is being 

constantly ad(led on to. Thus this is the time that began 

when God created the world out of nothing and extends up to 

the actual present. It would follow that it would be 

constantly .increasing .from the fact that the world is 

constantlJT growing older and our lives are being added on to & 

Real time is the most important in the divisions of time, for 

real time is the one that is constF.l.ntly being used the most .. 

Real time is the measure from which we draw all of our 

important measurements" 

Possible time is the second division into which time is 

placed. This is the time that was before the creation of the 

universe, or time which is to come. It cen also be conceived 

of as time which is outside the lmiverse. Thus our idea ot 

time that is to exist in the future. The child that will be 

borm a thousand years from now. People V'lOnder about the 

conditions of the world that will be brought about in the 

next century. This is, of course, possible time, for it is 

quite impossible for it to be considered as real time, for 

this ~ype of time cloes not as yet exist, but the possibility 

of this type of time existing has not been taken away. Thus 

it is possible that such things will come about in the future. 

The next division is absolute tine. This type of·time is 

a combination of both possible time and real time. Therefore, 

it is all time.. This is no"bhing more than the idea of time 
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M..§.1l£h. This is time which is completely distinguished from 

quantitative and qualtitative changes. In absolute time 

there 'is seen the analoe;y between time Emd,space; each of the 

ideas is formed by seizing upon a phenomenon of bodies, then 

abstracting the phenomenon from the body, taking it away, 

~ma. representing it as something exj.sting apart by itself .. 

Having done this "we proceecl to make eRch a containe'r or 

measure of real or possible worlCl.s; bnt· while things are 

,contained in space by OCCUl)ying it) they are contained in 
22 

time by existing in ii. 

The last division is imagine.ry time. This is time without 

any foundation in reality. It is purely a logical concept. 

It exists only in the mind 8.net is purely a product of the 

mind. Thus it does not have Rny foundation in reality, 

except -when considered only l..mder one circumstance. This 

would be that nothing can be in the mind unless t1:1.rotl.gh 

the senses. However , it is only a compOl.mdment of two or 

more concepts into a'new concept. And thus we have imaginary 

tj.me" This irlae;inary tiI'le can ej.ther be actual, real, or 

possible time. A good exaraple of this wou.ld be the idea 

of father tir::l8 w5.th his scythe and long beard. This::.is» 

of course, a concept of sOl1'J.ething that can exist pure,ly on 

the level of ideal beings •. 

In regards to tirrJ.e in relation to the world, the question 

al'lnays arises concerning whether or not time 'will come to 

an end. Accorc1ing to the Apolcalypse of St. John: liThe Angell 

.' 
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swore •••• that thl1e shall be 110 longer. tt But time, in the 

strict sense, is synonyr10us with the apparent l110vement or the 

p-lA-nets; in the broad sense, it finds it concrete eXIJression 
2t1. 

in continuous lhovement. The majority of Scripture scholars 

uncterstand the above 'words 8.S fr18an5.ng that the mortal life 

of man will coae to an end. Also the a}!paI'ent movements 

of the planets, which serve as the common measurel'lent of 

tiNe, v>till cOYrJ.e to an eno.. They conclude that extrinsic 

time, as we know it, 'will someday come to an end. 

}='hilosophy confirns these predictions. Accorcling to modern 

science, someday the l:i.ght of the Still 'will be extinguished. 

This will cause destruction of all physical and J!lant life. 

Thus even modern science agrees'that extrinsic th!le will 

finally be forced to come to a end. 

There are several causes that may hasten the cause of the 

destruction of the \'-lorlo.. For instance, 'it might come about 

that the earth Vlould collide 'with another planet that has 

strayed from its c011_rse. Also the earth might of itself 

start to loose SOrle of the gravitc.tional pull that is belling 

exerted upon it, and thus it vTould shoot off into sJ!ace 

destroying all forns of living plant life. We do not 

conclude, hov!ever, that the earth ,,·75.11 forever remain in 

this state of arid clesolation and death. Nothing prevents 

the Creator from endowing both heaven and earth with new 

properties that wiJ_l set up between them relations TIore 

harmonious Rnd magnific,ent than the, present ones This mighte 
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'b~ the I1.ean:i.nB of." the prophecy: tl.A.ncl I saw a new heaven and 

a new earth. For the first heaven and the first earth 
25 

;,.vere e;one. t1 

If the CO!'1l!l.on neasure of things in the 'world, whioh is 

extrinsic time COr.J.6S to an end, it will necessarily follow 

that intrinsic tine will also come to an end e Intrinsic 

time is that which is in contigent boo.ies. Even if the 

hypothesis of perfect equalization of energy ano. absolute 

equalibriul!l was true t bodies woult3. sti11 have their 

invisible enerey. This energy is the countless ato!.l'J.ic or 

molecular rt10vements which will be the last fDJ::'ill of all 

transformed energy. .b.s our faith tells us, our bodies will 

rise on the last Ci.p.y of." judgment from dust Hno. be cloaked 

in irmnortality. Our bodies ",dll then have senses in full 

activity, but their organic character will be continuous. 

I1f!oreever J it j.s difficult to imae;ine that' in their future 

state bodies 'will not occupy spaoe, and as a consequence 
26 

move in tir.J.e. Therefore, in this restricted sense, we 

may say that intrinsic time' v,rill not come to an end. 
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-25. Apoc., 21:1. 

-26. St. Thomas, Supplementum, q. 84, a. 3. 
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